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Question: 1

The Versa Stateful Firewall feature offers which two security capabilities? (Choose two.)

A. Unified Threat Management (UTM)
B. Zone Protection
C. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) protection
D. Dynamic User Protection (DUP)

Answer: A,B,C

Question: 2

The administrator has to change the IP address of the Internet WAN link from DHCP to Static. The device template
under Workflows has been updated with this change, but the change is not reflected in the branch device configuration.

In this scenario, which two steps should you take to solve this problem? (Choose two.)

A. Commit the appliance configuration to the Device Template.
B. Commit the Device Template configuration to the appliance.
C. Update the controllerâs configuration with the static IP address of the branchâs Internet WAN link.
D. Update the Device Bind Data in Workflows with the IP address and gateway of the Internet WAN link.

Answer: A,B,C

Question: 3

A customer has a site activation planned using script-based provisioning; however, while unboxing the SD-WAN
CPE, the engineer notices that the console cable is missing.

In this scenario, what would an engineer do to initiate the script-based provisioning?

A. Connect a laptop to any LAN port on the device.
B. Connect a laptop to any WAN port on the device.
C. Connect a laptop to the management port on the device.
D. Connect a laptop to the auxiliary port on the device.

Answer: C

Question: 4

What are two ways that a service template would be used? (Choose two.)

A. as a post-staging template for multiple CPEs
B. to apply an identical QoS configuration to multiple CPEs
C. to apply a non-identical service configuration to multiple CPEs
D. to share an identical service configuration across tenants

Answer: A,B,D

Question: 5



Review the exhibit.

Which set of conditions match the policy shown in the exhibit?

A. Traffic flows that meet any one of the following three conditions:
Source Zone - Intf-LAN1 Zone
Source Zone - Intf-WLAN-Zone
Application - SharePoint
B. Traffic flows that meet any of the following two conditions:
Source Zone - Intf-LAN1 Zone
Source Zone - Intf-WLAN-Zone
In addition, the below condition must also match
Application - SharePoint
C. Traffic flows that meetany one of the following three conditions:
Source Zone - Intf-LAN1 Zone
Source Zone - Intf-WLAN-Zone
Application - SharePoint
D. Traffic flows that meet all of the following two conditions:



Source Zone - Intf-LAN1 Zone
Source Zone - Intf-WLAN-Zone
In addition, the below condition must also match
Application - SharePoint

Answer: B

Question: 6

Which three components of Versa solution use the Versa Operating System? (Choose three.)

A. Versa Director
B. Versa Controller
C. Versa Analytics
D. Versa SD-WAN CPE
E. Versa SD-WAN Gateway

Answer: A,B,D,E

Question: 7

A device is being onboarded with two Internet interfaces. Direct Internet Access (DIA) needs to be configured.

In this scenario, which two statements are true? (Choose two.)

A. All underlay interfaces belong to the same VR instance.
B. Each underlay interface belongs to its own VR instance.
C. Both Internet interfaces can be selected for DIA in workflows.
D. Only one Internet interface can be selected for DIA in workflows.

Answer: A,B,C

Question: 8

Review the exhibit.



Referring to the gear icon shown in the exhibit, when would you select the gear icon for a VLAN in a template
workflow?

A. when all the devices sharing this workflow template have the default VLAN on the vni-0/1 interface
B. when all the devices sharing this workflow template have the same VLAN on the vni-0/1 interface
C. when all the devices sharing this workflow template have different VLANs on the vni-0/1 interface
D. when all the devices sharing this workflow template have more than one VLAN on the vni-0/1 interface

Answer: C

Question: 9

By default, when configuring DIA through workflows, which protocol runs between the tvi interfaces connecting an
Internet VR with the LAN VRF?

A. static routing
B. OSPF
C. BGP
D. VRRP

Answer: C

Question: 10

What are two node personalities in a Versa Analytics cluster? (Choose two.)



A. Controller
B. Search
C. Analytics
D. Gateway

Answer: A,B,D

Question: 11

You are asked to implement a third-party application server as a virtual machine on Versa CPE.

In this scenario, which template would you use to accomplish this task?

A. Stateful Firewall Template
B. Common Template
C. Application Steering Template
D. Service Chain Tempplate

Answer: C

Question: 12

Which two components are part of Versa Secure SD-WAN Head-end? (Choose two.)

A. Versa Director
B. Versa Hub
C. Versa Gateway
D. Versa Analytics

Answer: A,D

Question: 13

Which statement about a Versa spoke-to-hub-only topology is true?

A. Spoke devices can send traffic to other spokes through the hub.
B. Spoke devices can send traffic to other spokes directly.
C. Spoke devices can send traffic to other spokes through the controller.
D. Spoke devices can send traffic only to networks behind the hub.

Answer: D

Question: 14

A customer has a singleVersa Analytics cluster deployed in a data center. The Versa Director and Versa Controller
nodes are distributed between the data center and the disaster recovery sites. The data center goes down for one day.

In this scenario, which statement is true?

A. SD-WAN CPE live monitoring will be lost during the one-day downtime.
B. New SD-WAN CPE cannot be deployed during the one-day downtime.
C. Reachability between SD-WAN CPE will be lost during the one-day downtime.



D. Logging and reporting will be lost duringthe one-day downtime.

Answer: D

Question: 15

A group of users notified you that they are experiencing a network outage.

In this scenario, which two Versa components would you use to verify the live status of the WAN links? (Choose
two.)

A. Versa Director device monitoring dashboard
B. Versa Analytics SD-WAN dashboard
C. Versa Director troubleshooting tools
D. Versa Analytics sites availability dashboard

Answer: A,D

Question: 16

Which two statements about Versa Analytics are true? (Choose two.)

A. Versa Analytics provides the ability to configure logging parameters on SD-WAN CPEs.
B. Versa Analytics provides REST APIs for northbound integration with third-party tools.
C. Versa Analytics provides centralized logging information about the SD-WAN environment.
D. Versa Analytics provides real-time traffic monitoring dashboards.

Answer: A,B,D

Question: 17

Which two components are required when creating a device using workflows? (Choose two.)

A. Device Template
B. Common Template
C. Device Group
D. Service Template

Answer: A,C

Question: 18

Which three features are included in the Versa Operating System? (Choose three.)

A. HTTP Proxy
B. CDN
C. CGNAT
D. Multicast
E. NTP server

Answer: A,C,D,E



Question: 19

Which two parts in the SD-WAN policy rules are used to steer traffic? (Choose two.)

A. Logging
B. Schedules
C. Applications
D. Anti-virus

Answer: A,B,C

Question: 20

Which two statements about the Versa Secure SD-WAN solution are true? (Choose two.)

A. Versa Director is used for end-user data traffic transport.
B. Versa Controller provides historical usage reports.
C. Versa CPEs are activated using Zero Touch Provisioning.
D. All components support high availability.

Answer: A,C,D




